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The Structure of Epididymite (HNaBeSi30S);
By

T. Ito in Tok~"o.

(\Vith 5 figures.)

Introduction.

Epididymite is the rhombic form of the dimorphous mineral of the

composition HNaBeSiPs, the other being monoclinic eudidymite. These

crystals resemble one another and those of the felspar group. In addition

to having similar chemical constitutions, these two groups of minerals are

similar as regards cleavage. Whereas felspars have two perfect cleavage-

faces (001) and (010), which are nearly at right angles to each other,
epididymite is also perfectly cleaved along (001) and (100) and eudidymite

along (001) and (110)1). This similarity led the writer to study the struc-

hue of epididymite, hoping to contribute to the elucidation of the structure

of felspar, which at the time when he started the investigation i\"aS not.
yet definitely worked out2). The present paper gives the results of ex-

perimental work which, except for few additional photographs taken in

this Institute, was done during his stay at Manchester in 1932.

1. L'nit cell and sllaee group.

The crystal specimens came originally from Greenland and were

purchased from Dr. F. Krantz, Bonn am IUlein. They are colourless,
transparent, tabular crystals parallel to (001) of dimensions up to 15 mm.

From these crystals small cleavage pieces were made for examination.

The unit cell was found to be (Spectrometer measurements)

a =,12.63 A: b = 7.32 A; c = \;3.58 A.

This glves for the axial ratio

a:b:c = 1.725:1:1.855

1) ~ote the interfacial angle: (001) A (110) = 82° :3W. (:'\otation after Ch.
Palaehe and others. vide: Z. Krist. 86, 290. 193:~.)

2) Sinee then W. H. Taylor's paper has appeared. Z. Krist. 8;', 425. 1933.
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which agrees well with the ratio deduced crystallographically by G. Flink1)

if thc laUer's c-axis is doubled.

There are eight molecules of H NaBe8i30S in the cell. The results

of experimental work, in which oscillation photographs (C'uKa and

lvloKa radiations) and ionization spectrometer measurements (RhKa

radiation) were taken, indicate

V~6 as the only possible space
group, reflexions (h 0 1) being ab-

sent when h is odd and reflexions
(0k 1) absent when k + 1 is odd.

This result agrees with that ob-

tained by W. H. Zacharias en

in i9292). Fig. i shows certain

essential symmetry elements of

the space group. There are re-

flexion planes parallel to (OOi),

and glide planes parallel to (100)

and (010). There are two different

sets of symmetry centres and
three different sets of digona]

nnr
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Fig. 1. Symmetry elements of the space
group rho. Small white and black circles
represent eentres of symmetry. Shaded

planes represent reflexion planes.
screw axes.

An atom in the general position has eight equivalent positions. These
reduce to four if the atom is either on the reflexion planes or on the

centres of symmetry.

The intensity of reflexion for the plane (l1k1) is proportional to the
square of
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where f is the atomic scattering factor appropriate to each atom and the

summation is to be taken over all atoms in the ec]!.

2. Analysis.

Since mineralogical data suggcst that 11 atoms cxist as OH groups

in the crystal, we have to place, besides these eight 011 groups, eight

sodium, eight beryllium, twenty-follr silicon and fifty-six oxygen atoms in

i) a: I) : c = 1.737 : i : O.n27.
2) Xorsk. geo!. Tidsskr. 10, 44!J. HJ2n.



the unit cell. With the methods of crystal analysis at our disposal it is

not possible to determine directly the parameters of so many atoms,

there being no symmetry restriction to put any of these atoms in special

positions. However, we know now definitely that in silicates silicon and

beryllium have each a coordination of four, while sodium has one of six

or eight. It is further known that the OH group is usually associated with

Be rather than with 8i atoms. With this information at our disposal our

first step in analysis would be to try to put in the unit cell various silicon-
oxygen groups of linked 8i04 tetrahedra as observed in other silicates,

so that a silicon-oxygen arrangement of the composition 8i307 is formed.

After several trials along these

lines we chose instead as most

probable the 8i308 group of linked

8i04 tetrahedra, of which the
possibility in silicates has recently

been pointed out by the present
writerl), and we examined whether

it is not admissible in the structure

in question.

A model of an arrangement
corresponding to the 8/:308 group

is reproduced in projection in
Fig. 2. It should .be imagined as

continuing indefinitely both up-

wards and downwards and repre-

sents a complex chain composed

as viewed from the direction of the

two layers of oxygen atoms, a silicon
layer lying in the middle. Now

assuming that oxygen has ionic

radius of L) A the distance along

the chain-direction of one oxygen

atom to the next in the same layer

is about :3.8 A i. e. very nearly

equal to half the length of b.

Further, when projected on the

Fig. 3. Si30s-chain as viewed from the plane perpendicular to the chain-

chain-direction. direction the chain represents a

144

Fig. 2. Si30s-chain. Large circles repre-
sent Oxygen atoms above and below the
level on which silicon atoms (smaIJ

circles) lie.

of 8i04 groups. Fig. :3 shows it

chain. The chain is built up of

1) PI'. Imp. Acad. 9, 53. 1\)33.

T. Ita
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rectangle, the diagonal distance of which (as marked A, B in Fig. 3) is
about 5.8 A i. e. nearly equal to half the length of a. We accordingly
put the chain in a cell having V~6 as the space group (in which the rela-
tive positions of symmetry elements and parametral axes are the same
as specified in Fig. 1), so that the chain-direction becomes parallel to

a =120,4 .'
Fig. 4. Showing way in which Si30s-chain are arranged in vA6. Projection on (OiO)
or on the plane perpendicular to the chain-direction. Strong full-lines represent the

traces of reflex ion planes parallel to (001).

the b-axis and the points A, B lie at the centres of symmetry. The
symmetry properties of the space group V~6 operate then automatically

and result in the formation of an arrangement illustrated in Fig. 4. If

we assume that oxygen atoms are closely packed the unit cell would
have the following dimensions:

a =12.0 A; b = 7.6 A; c = 12.5 A.

It is clear that such an insertion of the chain Si30S in the cell is com-
patible with the space group V~6 and with the dimensional relations of

the unit cell of epididymite. We see moreover that a sheet is formed of

SiPs groups joined side by side and has the composition Si307, two
chains holding bordering oxygen atoms in common. Finally around the

centres of symmetry we have spaces surrounded by SlX oxygen atoms

where sodium atoms can be placed.

Zeit8('hr. f. Kristallrgra]lhil'. 88. Ed. 10
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Table 1. Coordinates of atoms In decimal fractions of the
axial lengths. The origin IS placed at a centre of symmetry.

Kind of Atom
Number

x/ain the Cell y/b z/c

°1 8 .040 .0 .i45
On 8 .040 .500 .i45

°Ill 8 .0 .250 .0iO

°IY 8 .i67 .0 -.040
Oy 8 .i67 .500 -.040

°YI 8 .i82 .250 .i30
Oyn 8 .3i8 .250 -.i30
SiI 8 .065 .200 .060
Sin 8 .435 .200 -.060
Sim 8 .335 .250 0
NaI 4 0 0 0
Nan 4 0 .50 0
Be 8 .035 .250 .052
OHI 4 -.i55 .i50 .250
OHn 4 .04i .250 .250

Table II. Intensity (e) of Spectra. }fleas uremen ts with the

ionization spectrometer. (RhKa radiation 0.614 A.)

Indices Sin f) e X if)6 F F"alr.abs.

(020) .0839 30.3 68 i20
(040) .i678 242.0 289 338
(060) .2M8 20.2 i09 i06
(080) .3357 2.7 46 4i
(iO,OO) .4i97 5.6 79 49
(200) .0487 90.0 92 i54
(400) .0973 i20.0 i54 i70
(600) .i459 5.5 4i 44
(800) .i946 i2.O 69 88
(iO,OO) .2433 23.6 iH H4
(i2,00) .2tH9 27.3 i35 i26
(i4,00) .3405 4
(Hi, 00) .3893 3.3 Sf) 94
(i8,00) .4379 25
(004) .090.5 i98.0 i9i iM
(006) .i359 64.0 i36 8i
(008) .i807 56.0 i43 99
(OOiO) .2262 58.0 i68 i07
(00i2) .27i4 6.i (,2 23
(00i4) .3i67 23.0 i28 H3
(00i6) .36i8 2i.8 i35 i29
(OOi8) .4073 5.6 75 64
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Since this ideal arrangement explains a number of spectra, we
assume it to represent the fundamental framework of the structure of
epididymite. We have now to place the remaining Be atoms and OH
groups in the appropriate positions and, considering the dimensional
relations of the unit cell and ionic radii, adjust the positions until the
experimental data are satisfactorily explained.

In Table I we give the coordinates of atoms in the structure arriyed
at. In Table II are given the results obtained with the ionization spectro-
meter (RhKa radiation). The F values of hOO, OkO and OOl spectra
were obtained from reflexions from the face (100), (010) and (001) respec-
tively. In Table II are also given the structure factors calculated for the
structure proposed.

The agreement between these and the experimental values, consi-
dering the number of parameters involved, is satisfactory. Nevertheless,
the parameters given are to be considered as only tentative ones. The
atoms must be displaced somewhat from the positions given in Table 1.

The amount of displacement will be slight but not negligible as
suggested by the discrepancy between the observed intensities from ro-
tation photographs and calculated structure factors of the following
cross-spectra, thus

Intensity estimated F('alr.

(11.0)
(220)
(330)
(440)

medium strong
week
nil
strong

o
64
o

80

No further attempt was made, however, to adjust the positions of

atoms so that a better agreement between experimental and calculated

values might be secured. Such an attempt would be extremely laborious

in view of the many degrees of freedom of atoms in the structure. The
results already obtained may be considered sufficient to establish the

structure in its main features.

The structure is shown in Fig. 5.
projected on (010).

The structure is
parallel to the b-axis.
formula such as,

3. 'l,'he structure.

It is a schematic representation

built up of the complex chains Sips, stretched
The chain may be expressed by the constitutional

10*
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Pairs of these chains are joined side by side holding in common one half

of the unsaturated oxygen atoms on the borders. The remaining similar
oxygen atoms are linked by sodium atoms, which are surrounded by two

such oxygen atoms and four others. These linked chains can now

be regarded as forming sheets lying parallel to (001). The sheets have

the composition NaSip7 and are heaped one upon another, linked up
by beryllium atoms, which are in the centres of tetrahedra formed of

two oxygen atoms and two OH groups. It is noticeable that chains are

formed of these Be atoms with 0 atoms and OH groups, also stretched
parallel to the b-axis.

In the structure thus built up Hi atoms are surrounded by four 0

atoms, Be by two 0 atoms and two OH groups arranged nearly in tetra-

hedral fashion, while Na atoms are at the centre of more or less distorted
octahedra formed of 0 atoms. Each 0 atom is shared either by two Si

Fig. 5. Schematic representation of the structure of Epididymite projected on
(010), to show how Si30s,chains, represented by rectangles as in Fig. 3, are held
together by Na atoms to form sheets, which in turn are linked together by Be atoms

and OH groups to build up the structure.
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atoms or one Si and two Na atoms or one Si, one Na and two Be atoms,
while each OH group is shared by two Be atoms.

The structure will explain the two-directional perfect cleavage of
epididymite. The very perfect cleavage along (001) is parallel to the
sheets formed of the chains Sips linked only by Be atoms and OH groups.
The other perfect cleavage is along (100) and parallel to the planes lying
inbetween and linking up two chains Si30S'

The structural aspect of epididymite can be represented by the formula

(BeOH)N aSi307

or,giving an expression to the stereochemical aspect of the chain structure 1),

by the formula
(BeOHhN a2(Si205Si20 4Si205)'

The structural relation of epididymite to eudidymite will be dis-
cussed in a paper to follow2).

In conclusion the writer wishes to express his sincere thanks to
Prof. W. L. Bragg, F. R. S., for his constant encouragement and advice
so generously given to him during his recent stay at Manchester. The
writer's best thanks are also due to Dr. J. West, who has given him many
valuable suggestions throughout the course of the experimental work.

Summary.

The structure of Epididymite (HNaBeSi30s) has been determined
by X-ray analysis using oscillation photographs (CuKa and MoKa
radiations) and the ionization spectrometer (RhKa radiation).

The space group is Vk6 and the unit cell has dimensions a = 12.63 A,
b= 7.32 A, c = 13.58 A, containing eight molecules of HNaBeSips'
The structure is characterised by the presence of Sips chains stretched
parallel to the b-axis. The chains are linked up into sheets, two chains
holding in common one half of the oxygen atoms on their fringe. The
sheets thus formed are again joined one to another by Be .OH .

°
chains,

also stretched parallel to the b-axis. Na atoms are incorporated in the.
structure in such positions as to join the complex chains Si30S into sheets
having the composition N aSip7'

1) Vide a discussion by P. Niggli, Z. Krist. 86,136. 1933.
2) Pro Imp. Acad. 9, 528. 1933.

October 20th, 1933.

Mineralogical Institute, Imperial University, Tokyo.

Received December 13th, 1933.
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